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Ma te Rangatiratanga
Te Whakaritenga
Te Kaitiākitanga
Te Kōtahitanga
Me Te Ngākau Māhaki
Ka tau i raro i te whakaaro kōtahi
Hei ōranga mo tātou katoa

Haumi ē! Hui ē!  Taiki ē!
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Through embracing our rightful responsibilities 
(Rangatiratanga) 

In accepting the rights of each other 
(Whakaritenga) 

Through the duty we  have to care for those things 
that we hold as precious(Kaitiakitanga) 

In the spirit of co-operation (Kotahitanga)
With respect and good heartedness (Te ngakau

mahaki) 
And to be united in these goals, we will be 

sustained
Let us work together to achieve this.
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} Teaching and learning are grounded in socio cultural realities 
and perspectives

} A culturally relevant pedagogy has become significant in 
today’s culturally and linguistically diverse society. This 
research hopes to add to the discourse of culturally inclusive 
pedagogy of care that is responsive to the needs of the 
community.

} narrative approach to share perceived truths
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} Narratives are about values and experiences of teaching and 
learning

} Narrative inquiry as a research approach today is reshaping 
qualitative inquiry in the academic world. There is no single 
explanation of narrative inquiry. It has different meanings for 
different disciplines. Simply stated narrative inquiry is a way 
of understanding experience. They are stories that are lived 
and told (Richards, 2011, Clandinin & Connally, 2000).
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} Draws on critical pedagogy to analyse the narratives to 
develop a discourse of care; empowerment and participative 
democracy that is authentic

} Henry Giroux (2016) recognises critical pedagogy as a 
committed ideology where educators encourage students to 
be critically engaged and attentive to the social issues of the 
time. 
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} Dissemination of knowledge?
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} Narratives give voice to researchers’ stories and has many 
links to events and subjective understandings of the 
researcher (Richards, 2011).
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} Relationships
} Values from scriptures
} Protocols
} First encounter
} Connection to whakapapa
} Authentic teaching space
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Ko Wairaka tènei
Ko Wairaka tènei
Ko Wairaka tènei
Ka ora E

Homai to ringa
Homai to ringa
Homai to ringa
Ka ora E

Mãte Aroha
Mãte Aroha
Mãte Aroha
Ka ora E
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